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What is the minimal number of residue types required to
form a structured protein? This question is important for
understanding protein modeling and design. Recently, an
experimental finding by Baker and coworkers suggested a
five-residue solution to this problem. We were motivated by
their results and by the arguments of Wolynes to study
reductions of protein representation based on the concept of
mismatch between a reduced interaction matrix and the
Miyazawa and Jernigan (MJ) matrix. We find several possible simplified schemes from the relationship of minimized
mismatch versus the number of residue types (N = ∼2–20).
As a specific case, an optimal reduction with five types of
residues has the same form as the simplified palette of Baker
and coworkers. Statistical and kinetic features of a number
of sequences are tested. Comparison of results from
sequences with 20 residue types and their reduced representations indicates that the reduction by mismatch minimization is successful. For example, sequences with five types of
residues have good folding ability and kinetic accessibility in
model studies.
The heterogeneity of 20 types of amino acid residues and the
diversity of different protein structures introduce complexity
into protein folding1–7. Much effort has been made by considering ‘minimalist’ models with a small number of residue types to
simplify this complexity 4–23. To allow interpretation of some
features of protein folding, the hypothetical interactions in
these minimalist models are much simpler than the real
ones2–8,12–19,24–27. Physically, this means that 20 types of residues
(the natural set of residues) are grouped, approximately according to similarities in their physical and chemical properties.
Each group can be regarded as a type of monomer, and can be
represented by a letter. Consequently, the matrix of interaction
between residues can be reduced to one with a small dimension

(Fig. 1a). The simplest reduction scheme is the HP model
(where H stands for hydrophobic and P for polar), which consists of only two ‘letters’ and considers hydrophobicity as the
only driving force.
Experimentally, some specific patterns of amino acid composition have been discovered in the reconstruction of secondary
structures, such as binary patterns in α-helixes and helix bundles20–22. Recently, Baker and colleagues successfully built the
well-ordered SH3 domain with five types of amino acids23.
These results indicate that it is possible to depict structural
characteristics of proteins with a reduced set of amino acids.
Furthermore, combinatorial studies by Baker et al.23 suggest that
five or more types of residues seem necessary for a foldable protein. Indeed, even in previous experimental studies of HP patterns20–22, more than two types of residues were required for
successful building of protein structure. Therefore, more
detailed patterns than the simple two-letter HP forms should be
explored for better description of proteins.
Different simplified schemes, such as the HP and multi-component models, in which each monomer has multiple choices of
type, have been considered in theoretical studies2–8,12–19,24–27. As
argued by Wolynes6, the theoretical energy landscape for the
two-letter cases has many local traps and does not have a steep
funnel, features that could slow the folding process. The fact
that many proteins have fast folding characteristics implies that
some complexity of natural proteins is not embodied in the HP
model4–6,26. To encode a wide range of structures and properties
of proteins, multi-component schemes are recommended7,8,19,27,28. However, a number of questions remain unanswered6. First, how should one reduce the 20 types of residues in
order to simplify the description? Second, how many types are
necessary in the minimalist models? Third, what is the physical
origin of the reduction in these minimalist models 6?
Reduced representation by grouping of residues
Let us introduce a general method for reducing the representation of proteins by the grouping of residues. A reduction algorithm, which connects different representations of a protein
generally rests on the idea that residues (or monomers) can be
distributed into several groups, each of which has different
physical and chemical properties, and thus, different interactions. For a successful reduction, the interactions between
monomers of the two groups, say group A and B, should have
similar characteristics.

Fig. 1 A general view of reduction.
Residues are put into N groups, such as A,
B, C, D, E, and they are marked as A(i)
(1 ≤ i ≤ nA) and so forth. The matrix of
interactions between residues (with 20 ×
20 elements) is reduced to one with N × N
blocks, which reflects the interaction
between groups. Because of its symmetry, only the gray area is considered.
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Fig. 2 The results of reduction. a, Minimized mismatches Mg versus the number of groups N
(or the number of residue types). For each N, the mismatch Mg is minimized over all possible
groupings (see Methods). The circles show the minimized mismatches Mg by keeping
hydrophobic groups unchanged and without singlets, and the diamonds show the minimized mismatches Mg by breaking hydrophobic groups, but without singlets. The squares
show the minimized mismatches Mg taking into account of all the differences between the
residues but with a small number of singlets during the minimization. These three regions
are determined by the corresponding plateaus, which reflect optimal conditions under certain requirements (as stated in the text). b, Mismatches Mab of different reductions for group
number N = 5. The reduction scheme with a black border at the bottom has the least mismatch. Variation of this reduction, even a little, may introduce an increase in mismatches. In
particular, the reduction schemes on the left of the axis show an increased number of mismatches due to splitting of the hydrophobic group. The part on the right of the axis gives an
illustration of gaining mismatch from mixing of polar groups. c, Matrix reduction with ordering rule. For any residue (in the column labeled with CMFILVWY...), such as residue C, its
interaction with any other residue is arranged in ascending order; that is, the interactions
become less negative from left to right. The ordered interactions are listed in a line (in the
horizontal direction) following each residue. Using this kind of arrangement, we determined
that some residues, such as the eight residues CMFILVWY, form a group. That is, the interaction elements between these residues basically form a block due to the existence of jumps
(or sharp changes) of the values of the interaction elements in the ascending order lines.
These residues are taken as group I. By the same observation, we find group II with residues
A, H, T, group III with G and P, group IV with D and E, and group V with N, Q, R, K and S,
respectively. It is noted that any variation of the order of letters in each group in the label
column will not affect the existence of blocks. To obtain more clear boundaries for grouping,
the residues in the ascertained groups are excluded from the analysis for next ones. The trivial cases, in which all residues are in a group or only one is in a group, are skipped. The
hydrophobic (group I) and polar (groups II, III, IV, and V) divisions can be seen clearly, which
coincides with the MC results shown in Fig. 2b. As intermediate results, two-group schemes
with group A (consisting of group I) and group B (consisting of group II,III,IV and V), and
three-group schemes with group A (consisting of group I), group B (consisting of group II)
and group C (consisting of group III, IV and V) are obtained.
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This has two meanings. On one hand, the
interactions between any pairs of monomers,
say A(i)B(j) and A(i')B(j'), are similar in their
strength. On the other hand, the interaction
between A(i) and B(j) is generally different
from that between C(k) and D(l) (in groups C
and D). For instance, in the HP reduction with
two groups H and P, the interaction between
hydrophobic monomers H(i) and H(j) is
always stronger (more negative in strength)
than that between hydrophilic ones P(k) and
P(l) for any possible combination of i, j and k,
l; the indices represent the sequence numbers
in the corresponding groups (Fig. 1).
Meanwhile, the strength of interaction
between H(i) and H(j), and that of interaction
between H(i') and H(j'), for any possible combination of i, j and i', j', do not appear to be
significantly different. Therefore, after suitable
arrangement of residues, the interaction
matrix can be represented by a number of
blocks (AA, AB, and so forth; Fig. 1) with elements (namely, contact interactions; equation 1 in Methods) in each block having
similar properties in strength.
The goal of reduction, then, is to determine
elements in each block from, for example, the
MJ matrix (see below). In practice, we define a
mismatch as the discrepancy of properties in
strength between elements and blocks. For
example, assuming the relative strength of
block AB is weaker (or more positive; see
Methods) than that of block CD, if the element A(i)B(j) in block AB is stronger (or
more negative) than the element C(k)D(l) in
block CD, the pair (A(i)B(j), C(k)D(l)) makes
a mismatched pair (Fig. 1). A good reduction
requires a minimized number of mismatches.
Obviously, a trivial reduction of 20 groups
with only one residue type in each group
(which has null mismatch) is an example, but
it shows no simplification. It is worthwhile to
note that the simplest reduction, the HP
model, actually includes two groups, the H
group with the hydrophobic residues and the
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P group with the polar residues4–6. However, the residue set is mismatch Mg at first and then reaches a plateau. With these
further simplified because two monomers (or letters) within a features, each local plateau reflects an ample consideration of
group have the same effective interactions. This reduced set certain kinds of interactions. If some groups are set unchanged
shows limited heterogeneous features of proteins because of the manually following the increase of group number, a slight
very small number of different contact interaction energies. increase of the mismatch Mg may appear (see dashed lines in
Thus, the complexity of proteins is simplified by such grouping Fig. 2a).
These results suggest that by considering hydrophobicity in
of residues.
In this work, we present a reduction method based on an this way, the N = 5 group reduction may work well. If more
analysis of the statistical contact potentials of the MJ matrix detailed differences among hydrophobic interactions are
(upper triangular part of Table 3 in ref. 29). By minimizing the included, more groups, say N = 7, may be necessary. For even
mismatches between a reduced matrix and the MJ matrix ver- more detailed consideration of both hydrophobic and polar
sus the number of residue types, we find three ranges: (i) a interactions between residues, more groups (with N > 8) may be
polar dominated grouping (PDG) (ii) a hydrophobic dominat- required for modeling. As a result, the grouping with
ed grouping (HDG) and (iii) a singlet dominated grouping N = 20 takes into account all the details of contact interactions
(SD). In the range PDG, the differences between polar residues between the natural residues. Actually, the local plateaus
are important when the main force, the hydrophobic residues, mentioned above result from the compromise between the
homogeneous simplicity and the heteroare kept in a group. The mismatch minigeneous details, and reflects a saturation
mization algorithm results in a reduction
of the grouping under a certain kind of
to five types of residues that gives a good
interaction. Furthermore, the differences
description of proteins. In the range
between polar residues seem to be more
HDG,
the
differences
between
important than that between hydrophohydrophobic residues become imporbic ones within a grouping. This shows up
tant, and minimization of mismatches
in the first stage after the HP reduction.
reaches another local minimum at
The residues with different functions
around seven residue types. When all
fall naturally into different groups foldetails of interaction between residues
lowing the reduction procedures. For
are considered, namely in the range SD, a
example, Asp and Asn, Glu and Gln, and
20-type representation gives a zero misSer and Thr have different chemical
match. In addition, for the five-type
properties and are in different groups in
reduction, the statistical and kinetic
certain reductions. If these residues were
folding characteristics of some reduced
sequences (sequences with 20-type Fig. 3 Representative residues. Deviation of mixed into a single group, many missets of representative residues for various
residues are represented by 5-type reductions with N = 5 from the best set of matches would occur. Such an obvious
residues under an optimal reduction I,A,G,E,K are shown. The I,A,G,E,K set has the ‘exclusivity’ during reduction suggests
scheme) are found to be basically the lowest deviation from corresponding P, and its that the mismatch consideration is a readeviation is set as zero.
sonable approach to this problem.
same as that of the optimized sequences
These results can also be partly
with 20 types of residues. These results
obtained by a simple procedure. As mensuggest that a certain degree of heterogeneity is necessary but, at the same time, that some simplifi- tioned above, the reduction to a block form of the MJ matrix
cations are also possible for the adequate description of requires the distinction of interaction elements between different blocks. Thus, the ascending order of the values of elenatural proteins.
ments in each line of the MJ matrix may also relate to the
Reduction based on the MJ matrix
intrinsic block feature. With this in mind, we can make a
Based on the MJ matrix, some good reductions for different matrix decomposition (Fig. 2c) that yields five groups, while
group numbers N are obtained by minimization of the mis- skipping the trivial groupings (such as all residues in one
match (Fig. 2a). For a good reduction with a given number of group, or only one residue in a group). More detailed reducgroups, such as N = 5, any addition and subtraction of residues tions are not obtainable from this procedure. Interestingly, the
in a group or exchanges of residues between groups will make results coincide well with the minimized mismatch considered
considerable increases in mismatches (Fig. 2b). Interestingly, above. They are consistent with not only five-group reduction,
except for the trivial minimum around N = 20, there are two but also with two- or three-group reductions. Obviously, the
other local plateaus: one near N = 5, and the other around N = HP reduction is an intermediate result of our five-group
7 (Fig. 2a). Corresponding to these plateaus, there are three reduction by both methods in that the first group is representregions, and in each region, only one kind of factor dominates ed by H, and the rest groups together by P (Fig. 2c). Such an
the dividing of groups, or grouping. In region (1) of Fig. 2a, HP division is the same as the results of Li et al.14 and others30.
Here, we take the MJ matrix as a reasonably accurate
the behavior of the minimized mismatch Mg is a result of separating polar residues into groups while the hydrophobic group description of interactions between real residues. Although
is basically kept unchanged. In region (2) the hydrophobic there are some intrinsic disadvantages in forms24 and statistiresidues are further divided into several groups, with the exist- cal methods31, the MJ contact potentials are widely used in
ing polar groups unchanged. In contrast, in region (3), the various applications and are believed to be qualitatively reliexistence of groups containing single residues dominates the able. Fortunately, our reduction method depends only on the
mismatch Mg, which relates to the effects of the detailed inter- relation of matrix elements in strength (or differences of the
actions between residues when the group number is large. The contact potentials), which is generally maintained in the
dividing of groups in each region makes a steep decrease of the processes of obtaining statistical potentials 31. Therefore, our
nature structural biology • volume 6 number 11 • november 1999
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Fig. 4 Results of folding test for the reduced sequences. a, The statistics of foldable and unfoldable ground states for different sequence schemes.
S0: Standard sequences with 20 residues: CMFILVWYATHGPDESNQRK
S1: scheme 1 (five letters): (CMFILVWY)(ATH)(GP)(DE)(SNQRK)
S2: scheme 2 (variant five letters): (CMFI)(LVWY)(ATGS)(NQDE)(HPRK)
S3: scheme 3 (three letters): (CMFILVWY)(ATHGPR)(DESNQK)
S4: scheme 4 (two letters): (CMFILVWY)(ATHGPDESNQRK).
The parentheses denote a group and the bold letter is the representative. ‘Standard’ contains a series of 27-residue sequences with 20 residue types
uniformly distributed in the sequences. These sequences are well optimized for a certain compact structure taken as the native one at a low optimization temperature T = 0.8 by annealing in the sequence space 26 using the MJ matrix 29 as the energy matrix. The residues in the standard
sequences are substituted by their representative letters according to different schemes, S 1–S4. The ground states of these new sequences are tested
by enumerating all possible compact structures on a cubic lattice 15,16. The histograms are the statistical results of 200 optimized sequences.
‘Successful folding’ means that the substituted sequences share the same ground state or native structure of the standard sequences. ‘Foldable with
ground state deviation’ denotes that these sequences are foldable, but their ground states are different from that of standard sequences.
‘Unfoldable with ground state degeneracy’ represents that they are unfoldable due to the degeneracy of ground states. b, The average contact
overlap Q0 = <QS> versus the number of the residue types N. The contact overlap QS between the native structure and the lowest energy structure S
is defined as the number of common contacts in both structures normalized by the maximal number of the native contacts — that is, 28 native contacts for the 3 × 3 × 3 cubic lattice. In our simulation, 20 out of the 200 optimized standard sequences and their substitutes with the representative
letters as in (a) are tested for their ability to fold by the MC procedures36 at T = 1.6. For each N, Q0(N) is averaged over 20 different sequences (with
20 different MC trails for each sequence). Each run takes 109 MC steps. The native structure and the interactions are as in (a). The solid circles represent the results for the standard sequences and their direct substitutions, and the inset is for the independently optimized sequences using only the
reduced alphabets. They show a similar monotonic increase in the values of Q0(N) as the number of residue types N increases, implying that there is
a kinetic advantage in having more residue types.

results based on the analysis of the MJ matrix should be relevant to the physical origin of reduction, at least at a qualitative
level. Interestingly, our five-letter palette is well in agreement
with the results of Baker and colleagues23 (see below). Hence,
our reductions may capture the basic physics of protein interactions.
Representative letters for the reduction
As a further step in the reduction process, some residues should
be identified as representatives of the groups. That is, each group
will be represented by a type of residue. For example, the fivegroup reduction is represented by five types of residues (five letters). We select some residues from resultant groups by the
following procedure. The interaction between the selected
residues should be consistent with that between groups. Because
of the similarity of residues in a group, the choice for representative residues seems arbitrary. However, we can determine them
by a well-defined procedure (Fig. 3; see Methods). As a result,
for the five groups with minimal mismatches, their representatives are taken as I, A, G, E and K, which is the same set that
resulted from the experiments by Baker and coworkers23. With
these residues, the MJ interaction matrix (210 independent elements) is reduced into a smaller matrix (15 independent elements). Similar to the matrix analysis procedure of Li et al.14,
1036

our reduced matrix retains the general features of the MJ
matrix.
Folding test for the reduced sequences
As a test, in this section we study the statistics of the folding
properties of sequences realized by different reduction
schemes. A number of 20-letter sequences, which are optimized
using the method proposed by Shakhnovich et al.28,32 and have
good folding behavior, are collected as ‘standard sequences’.
The folding properties of their corresponding substitutes following different reduction schemes are tested. It is found (for
example, by following scheme 1 in Fig. 4a) that a large number
of five-letter substitutes have the same ground state as that of
their original standard sequences, which implies that scheme 1
is a successful reduction. By comparison, other schemes lead to
changes in the ground state conformations or degeneracy of
ground states. Thus, the five-letter reduction of scheme 1 is
better than those with fewer letters.
Besides the statistical view of the ground states, do the chains
made of five types of residues have kinetic advantages? Here we
report results of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations on the ability
of the model chains to fold with different numbers of residue
types. We use the average contact overlap — that is, the number
of common contacts, Q0 = <QS> between the native structure
nature structural biology • volume 6 number 11 • november 1999
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and the lowest energy structure of a MC trial — as a measure of
folding ability. This procedure is similar to that used by Dinner
et al.33 (also see ref. 5 and discussions and refs therein). A
monotonic increase in the values of Q0(N) is obtained as the
number of residue types N increases (solid circles in Fig. 4b).
When N = 5, the value of Q0(5) reaches 0.90, which is ∼90% of
Q0(20), the value of the contact overlap for sequences with the
natural set of residues. Physically, a large value of Q0(N) means
that the sequences fold to the designed native state fast and also
that there are more common contacts or greater similarity of
contacts with the native state. That is, the monotonic increase
in the value of Q0(N) implies that sequences with more residue
types have better kinetic accessibility and folding ability. Thus,
the large value of Q0(5) suggests that the sequences with five
types of residues are kinetically similar to those with more
types of residues or even 20 types. In other words, a five-type
reduction is intrinsically of kinetic advantage and is a good
reduction.
This conclusion is supported both by molecular design
experiments20–23 and by some other physical insights4,6–8,12,13. In
addition, Q0(N) for some sequences which are optimized using
only the reduced alphabets are also obtained (the inset in
Fig. 4b). They show a similar monotonic increase as that of
direct substitution of residues by the representative letters for
the standard sequences, which implies the dependence of folding ability of sequences on the number of residue types for the
reduction rather than on the specific choice of sequences. It is
worth noting that the value of Q0(2) = 0.35 for N = 2 is approximately equal to the average common contact overlap between
the designed native structure and all possible compact structures
of a 27-monomer chain placed on a 3 × 3 × 3 cubic lattice.
This may mean lower kinetic accessibility or lower folding
ability for the sequences substituted (or optimized) by only two
types of residues (see scheme 4 in Fig. 4a). Note that for the
optimized sequences with two types of residues, the compositions are fixed when we optimize them. If the compositions are
not fixed, the optimization process would produce sequences
with good folding behaviors similar to those using effective H
and P residues34, which have higher Q0(2) values. A more
detailed discussion of these aspects of our results will be reported elsewhere.
Finally, we have also examined the funnel characteristics of
the energy landscape for the different reductions based on a
coarse-grained model17,35. We find that the obvious change of
steepness of the funnel shows a transition between those proteins that fold well (sequences with five or more types of
residues) and those that do not (sequences with few types of
residues). These will be presented elsewhere. In short, the fiveletter scheme may be a form of simplified representation of
natural proteins.
Conclusions
Minimized mismatch as a function of the number of residue
types presented in this paper gives us a conceptual way to
understand the process of reduction to schemes with different
sets of residues. The plateaus in three regions give suitable representations of proteins relevant to different interactions, such
as hydrophobicity or polarity. The five-letter case corresponds
to the condition with coarse-grained consideration on the
hydrophobic interaction; the seven-letter case reflects the basic
properties of both hydrophobic and polar residues; and the
trivial 20-letter case, which includes all particular interactions
between residues, makes a full description of proteins. These
nature structural biology • volume 6 number 11 • november 1999

results suggest that the description of proteins can be simplified
in different coarse-grained levels.
Methods
Reducing interaction matrix. Given a group number N, say N =
5, L residues (L is the number of residues in a hypothetical protein
to be reduced, and in this work, L = 20) are arbitrarily assigned
into N groups such as {A(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ nA} in group A, {B(j), 1 ≤ j ≤ nB} in
B and so on, where element numbers nx satisfy nA + nB + nC + nD + nE
= L. Each group is represented by a new letter, say group A by RA.
Then, with a new alphabet, {Rx, X = A,B,C,D,E}, an L × L matrix of
contact potentials between residues is reduced to N × N blocks
(Fig. 1). Each block XY in reduced matrix contains a number of elements {Z(X(i),Y(j)), 1 ≤ i ≤ nX, 1 ≤ j ≤ nY}, in which Z(X(i),Y(j)) is the
contact interaction between residues X(i) and Y(j). Here X,Y ∈
{A,B,C,D,E}.
Relation between two blocks. The relation between two blocks
XY and X'Y' can be obtained by considering the values of elements
in corresponding blocks. We define a relative strength P between
blocks XY and X'Y' as:
P(XY,X'Y') = sign [Σijkl pXYX'Y'(i,j,k,l)/(nXYnX'Y')]

(1)

where pXYX'Y'(i,j,k,l) = sign[Z(X(i),Y(j)) - Z(X'(k),Y'(l))] is the relative
strength between elements Z(X(i),Y(j)) and Z(X'(k),Y'(l)). The ‘sign’
function is assigned a value according to the following rule:
sign[x]=1, 0 and -1 for x > 0, x = 0 and x < 0, respectively, and n XY =
nXnY, nX'Y' = nX'nY' are the numbers of elements in blocks XY and
X'Y'. When P is positive, zero or negative, the interaction between
elements in block XY is weaker (or more positive), equal or
stronger (or more negative; note that the elements of the MJ
matrix are all negative) than that in block X'Y', respectively. For
XY=X'Y', the relative strength is defined to be zero, P(XY,XY)=0.
Mismatch pairs. Under a certain reduction, when pXYX'Y'(i,j,k,l) is
different from the corresponding P, the Z-pair {Z(X(i),Y(j)),
Z(X'(k),Y'(l))} is a mismatch pair.
Mismatch between two blocks. Mismatch between two blocks
XY and X'Y' is defined as the ratio of mismatch pairs to all possible
Z-pairs. That is:
M(XY,X'Y') = Σijkl [1 - δ(pXYX'Y'(i,j,k,l) - P(XY,X'Y'))] / (nXYnX'Y')

(2)

where δ(x) is 1 when x=0, and 0 otherwise. It is noteworthy that
for two identical blocks X'Y', XY, there are Z-pairs that will be compared twice. For example, for a Z-pair with two elements a and b,
there are pXYXY(i,j,k,l) = sign[a - b] and pXYXY(k,l,i,j) = sign[b - a].
However, the information embedded in pXYXY(i,j,k,l) > 0 (or <0) is
the same as that in pXYXY(k,l,i,j) < 0 (or >0). Thus, only pXYXY(i,j,k,l) >
0 needs to be considered in counting the mismatch pairs.
Mismatch of all blocks. Once the group number N and the number of elements in each group (that is, a set {nX, nY, ...}, are given)
the residues can be distributed into these groups. Then, the mismatch of all blocks can be obtained by Mab = ∑XY,X'Y'M(XY,X'Y') /
∑XY,X'Y'1 with the summation over the upper triangle of the matrix
(Fig. 1).
Minimization of mismatch with fixed element number in
each group. When given a group number N and a set {nX, nY, ...},
such as a set {8,3,2,2,5} for N = 5, the exchange of two residues in
two groups results in different mismatches Mab. The new grouping
due to such an exchange is accepted with a Metropolis probability
exp(-∆Mab / T), in which ∆Mab is the change of the mismatches and T
= 0.1 is an artificial ‘temperature’. After a number of iterations, a
minimum of mismatch Mabmin relating to a given N and a given set
{nX, nY, ...} is obtained. Generally, such a minimization process (107
MC steps), say for N = 5 with the set of element numbers {8,3,2,2,5},
may cost several hours on a DEC workstation (au-433MHz).
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Minimization of mismatch for a fixed group number. For a
given group number N, there are many sets with various numbers
of elements in N groups, {nX, nY, ...}. The numbers of the sets can be
enumerated as: 1, 10, 33, 64, 84, 90, 82, 70, 54, 42, 30, 22, 15, 11,
7, 5, 3, 2, 1, 1 for group number from N = 1 to 20, which gives a
total of 627. For different sets of {nX, nY, ...}, we may have different
Mabmin. Then a global minimized mismatch Mg from all Mabmin relating to different sets {nX, nY, ...} can be obtained, and a corresponding set {nX, nY, ...} is selected as the optimal reduction for a given N
(Fig. 2b).
Dividing of groups with single residues. Due to the definition of the mismatch, the reduction that includes groups with a
single residue often has little mismatch. Thus, these reductions
create competing minima, and affect the dividing of groups,
especially when the number of groups N < 9. However, for a small
number of groups, physical considerations imply that the dominating factor for the minimization of the mismatch comes from
the dividing of the polar groups or the hydrophobic groups. Thus,
for N < 9 the occurring of groups with a single residue (singlets) is
restricted. That is, in finding the global minimum Mg from all minimized mismatches Mabmin relating to various sets {nX, nY, ...}, groups
with a single residue are excluded. By using this restriction, a local
minimum for a certain set {nX, nY,...} that lacks groups with a single
residue is taken as the global minimum of the mismatch Mg.
When N ≥ 9, there is no local minimum without singlets. Thus we
have to consider groups with a single residue. It is found that, in
general, a set of small number of groups with a single residue has
a local minimum mismatch. This set is taken as the grouping of
the residues. The physical details will be presented elsewhere.
Determination of representative residues. In any reduction
scheme, such as that of Baker and coworkers, each group, for
example group A, is represented by a residue RA. An optimal representative residues {Rx, X = A,B…} may be determined by the
minimization of the deviation ∆=∑XYX'Y'[1-δ(pXYX'Y'(RX,RY,RX',RY')P(XY,X'Y'))]. That is, the selected residues {Rx, X = A,B…} must satisfy the relative strengths between blocks, or has little deviation
from P. For example, when the strength of block AB is weaker (or
more positive) than that of block CD (that is, P(AB,CD) > 0) the
interaction between RA and RB should also be weaker (or more
positive) than that between RC and RD — that is, Z(RA,RB) >
Z(RC,RD). A similar sampling method as that in the section entitled
“Minimization of mismatch with fixed elements in each group” is
used to minimize ∆, and a set of residues can be obtained such as
the set IAGEK in Fig. 3.
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